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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Consider the second-order systems
w xu t s =F t , u t a.e. t g 0, TŽ . Ž .Ž .È
1Ž .
u 0 y u t s u 0 y u T s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç
w x nwhere T ) 0 and F: 0, T = R “ R satisfies the following assumption:
Ž . Ž . NA F t, x is measurable in t for each x g R and continuously
w x Ž q q.differentiable in x for a.e. t g 0, T , and there exist a g C R , R ,
1Ž q.b g L 0, T ; R such that
< <F t , x q =F t , x F a x b tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
N w xfor all x g R and a.e. t g 0, T .
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The corresponding functional w on H 1 given byT
T T21w u s u t dt q F t , u t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÇH H2
0 0
is a continuously differentiable and weakly lower semicontinuous on H 1T
Ž w x.see 1 , where
1 N <w xH s u: 0, T “ R u is absolutely continuous,T
u 0 s u T and u g L2 0, T ; R N 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
is a Hilbert space with a norm defined by
1r2
T T2 25 5u s u t dt q u t dtŽ . Ž .ÇH Hž /0 0
for u g H 1.T
Ž .It has been proved by the least action principle that problem 1 has at
1 Ž w x. w xleast one solution which minimizes w on H see 1]8 . Specifically, 1, 2T
Ž .consider problem 1 with convex potential and g-subadditive potential,
Ž .respectively. In this paper we consider problem 1 with a potential which
is the sum of a subconvex function and a subquadratic function by the
least action principle. The main results are the following.
N Ž .A function G: R “ R is called to be l, m -subconvex if
G l x q y F m G x q G yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
for some l, m ) 0 and all x, y g R N. A function G: R N “ R is called
Ž . Ng-subadditive if it is 1, g -subconvex. A function G: R “ R is called
subadditive if it is 1-subadditive. The convex function and the g-subad-
ditive function are special subconvex functions. There are subconvex
functions which are neither convex nor g-subadditive. For example, let
< x < 2 < < 2G x s e q 450 ln 1 q x .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then G is 1r2, 1 -subconvex and neither convex nor g-subadditive.
THEOREM 1. Assume that F s F q F , where F and F satisfy assump-1 2 1 2
Ž .tion A and the following conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2i F t, ? is l, m -subcon¤ex with l ) 1r2 and m - 2l for a.e.1
w x 1Ž q.t g 0, T , and there exist 0 F a - 1, f , g g L 0, T ; R such that
a< <=F t , x F f t x q g tŽ . Ž . Ž .2
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w x Nfor a.e. t g 0, T and all x g R ;
Ž .ii
1 1 T T
< <F t , l x dt q F t , x dt “ q‘ as x “ ‘.Ž . Ž .H H1 22 a m< <x 0 0
Ž . 1Then problem 1 has at least one solution which minimizes w on H .T
COROLLARY 1. Assume that F s F q F , where F and F satisfy1 2 1 2
Ž .assumption A and the following conditions:
Ž . Ž . w xiii F t, ? is subadditi¤e for a.e. t g 0, T , and there exist 0 F a -1
1Ž q.1, f , g g L 0, T ; R such that
a< <=F t , x F f t x q g tŽ . Ž . Ž .2
w x Nfor a.e. t g 0, T and all x g R ;
Ž .iv
1 T
< <F t , x dt “ q‘ as x “ ‘.Ž .H2 a< <x 0
Ž . 1Then problem 1 has at least one solution which minimizes w on H .T
Ž .COROLLARY 2. Assume that F satisfies assumption A and the following
conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2v F t, ? is l, m -subcon¤ex with l ) 1r2 and m - 2l for a.e.
w xt g 0, T ;
Ž .vi
T
< <F t , x dt “ q‘ as x “ ‘.Ž .H
0
Ž . 1Then problem 1 has at least one solution which minimizes w on H .T
w xRemark 1. Theorem 1 in 2 is a special case of Corollary 1 correspond-
w xing to a s 0 and Theorem 1 in 3 corresponds to the case F s 0. There1
Ž .are functions F t, x satisfying our Corollary 1 and not satisfying the
w xresults in 1]8 . For example, let a s 1r2 and
4 2 3r2< < < <F t , x s 3 q sin x , F t , x s T y t x q h t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2 3
1Ž N .where h g L 0, T ; R . Then F is subadditive, =F is sublinear, F s F1 2 1
q F is not convex, not g-subadditive, not periodic, and not a.e. uniformly2
coercive, and =F is not sublinear.
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THEOREM 2. Assume that F s F q F , where F and F satisfy assump-1 2 1 2
Ž .tion A and the following conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xvii F t, ? is l, m -subcon¤ex for a.e. t g 0, T satisfying1
F t , x G h t , x q g tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
w x n 1Ž . 1Ž N .for a.e. t g 0, T , all x g R , and some g g L 0, T ; R , h g L 0, T ; R
T Ž . 1Ž q.with H h t dt s 0, and there exist g g L 0, T ; R and C g R such that0 0
=F t , x F g tŽ . Ž .2
w x Nfor a.e. t g 0, T and all x g R , and
T
F t , x dt G CŽ .H 2 0
0
for all x g R N.
Ž .viii
1 T T
< <F t , l x dt q F t , x dt “ q‘ as x “ ‘.Ž . Ž .H H1 2m 0 0
Ž . 1Then problem 1 has at least one solution which minimizes w on H .T
Ž .COROLLARY 3. Assume that F satisfies assumption A and the following
conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xix F t, ? is l, m -subcon¤ex for a.e. t g 0, T satisfying
F t , x G h t , x q g tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w x N 1Ž . 1Ž N .for a.e. t g 0, T , all x g R , and some g g L 0, T ; R , h g L 0, T ; R
T Ž .with H h t dt s 0;0
Ž .x
T
< <F t , x dt “ q‘ as x “ ‘.Ž .H
0
Ž . 1Then problem 1 has at least one solution which minimizes w on H .T
w xRemark 2. Theorem 2 slightly generalizes Theorem 2 of 2 . Corollary 3
w xis an extension of Theorem 1.7 in 1 , for the assumption of the later
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .implies ix with l s m s 1r2 and h t s =F t, x , g t s 0, where x is a
minimum of the real function defined by
T
x “ F t , x dt.Ž .H
0
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Ž .There are functions F t, x satisfying our Theorem 2 and not satisfying the
w xresults in 1]8 . For example, let
< x < 2 < < 2F t , x s t e q 450 ln 1 q x F t , x s h t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2
1Ž N . T Ž . Ž .where h g L 0, T ; R with H h t dt s 0. Then F is 1r2, 1 -subconvex,0 1
F is not convex, not g-subadditive, not periodic, and not a.e. uniformly
coercive, and =F is not sublinear.
THEOREM 3. Assume that F s F q F , where F and F satisfy assump-1 2 1 2
Ž .tion A and the following conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xxi F t, ? is l, m -subcon¤ex for a.e. t g 0, T satisfying1
F t , x G h t , x q g tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
w x n 1Ž . 1Ž N .for a.e. t g 0, T , all x g R , and some g g L 0, T ; R , h g L 0, T ; R
T Ž . 1Ž q.with H h t dt s 0, and there exist 0 F a - 1, f , g g L 0, T ; R such that0
a< <=F t , x F f t x q g tŽ . Ž . Ž .2
w x Nfor a.e. t g 0, T and all x g R ;
Ž .xii
1 T
< <F t , x dt “ q‘ as x “ ‘.Ž .H 22 a< <x 0
Then problem 1 has at least one solution which minimizes w on H 1.T
w xRemark 3. Theorem 3 is an extension of Theorem 1 in 3 from F s 01
w xto general F ; it is an extension of Theorem 1.5 of 1 , too. There are1
Ž .functions F t, x satisfying our Theorem 3 and not satisfying the results in
w x1]8 . For example, let
< x < 2 < < 2F t , x s t e q 450 ln 1 q xŽ . Ž .Ž .1
2 3r2< <F t , x s T y t x q h t , x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .2 ž /3
1Ž N . Ž .where h g L 0, T ; R . Then F is 1r2, 1 -subconvex, =F is sublinear,1 2
F s F q F is not convex, not g-subadditive, not periodic, and not a.e.1 2
uniformly coercive, and =F is not sublinear.
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2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS
1 TŽ . Ž . Ž .For u g H , let u s 1rT H u t dt and u s u t y u. Then one hasÄT 0
5 5 5 5 2 1 ŽSobolev's inequality u F C u for all u g H and some C ) 0 seeÄ Ç‘ L T
w x.Proposition 1.3 in 1 .
Ž . < <Proof of Theorem 1. Let b s log 2m . Then b - 2. For x ) 1 there2 l
exists a positive integer n such that
< <n y 1 - log x F n.2 l
< < b Ž .Žny1.b Ž .ny1 < < Ž .nThen one has x ) 2l s 2m and x F 2l . Hence we
have
x xn b< <F t , x F 2mF t , F ??? F 2m F t , F 2m x a b tŽ . Ž . Ž .n1 1 1 0ž / ž /2l 2lŽ .
w x < < Ž . Ž .for a.e. t g 0, T and all x ) 1 by i and assumption A , where a s0
Ž .max a s . Moreover one obtains0 F sF1
< < bF t , x F 2m x q 1 a b t 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 0
w x nfor a.e. t g 0, T and all x g R , where b - 2.
Ž .It follows from i and Sobolev's inequality that
T
F t , u t y F t , u dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H 2 2
0
T 1
s =F t , u q su t , u t ds dtŽ . Ž .Ž .Ä ÄŽ .H H 2
0 0
T 1 T 1aF f t u q su t u t ds dt q g t u t ds dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄH H H H
0 0 0 0
T Ta a< < 5 5 5 5 5 5F 2 u q u u f t dt q u g t dtŽ . Ž .Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .‘ ‘H ‘H
0 0
21 T2 2 a25 5 < <F u q 4C u f t dtŽ .Ä ‘ H2 ž /4C 0
T Taq15 5 5 5q u f t dt q u g t dtŽ . Ž .Ä Ä‘ H ‘H
0 0
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for all u g H 1. Hence we haveT
T 2 2 a aq11
2 2 25 5 < < 5 5 5 5F t , u t y F t , u dt F u q C u q u q uŽ . Ž .Ž . Ç Ç ÇH L L LŽ .2 2 14
0
3Ž .
1 Ž . Ž .for all u g H and some positive constant C . Moreover, by 2 and 3 weT 1
have
1 1 T T2
25 5w u G u q F t , lu dt y F t , yu t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç ÄL H H1 12 m 0 0
T T
q F t , u dt q F t , u t y F t , u dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H2 2 2
0 0
1 T2 b aq1
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G u y 2m u q 1 a b t dt y C u y C uŽ .Ç Ä Ç ÇŽ .L ‘ H L L0 1 14 0
1 T T 2 a< <q F t , lu dt q F t , u dt y C uŽ . Ž .H H1 2 1m 0 0
1 2 b aq1
2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G u y C u y C u y C u y CÇ Ç Ç ÇL L L L2 1 1 34
1 1 T T2 a< <q u F t , lu dt q F t , u dt y CŽ . Ž .H H1 2 12 a½ 5m< <u 0 0
for all u g H 1 , which implies thatT
w u “ q‘Ž .
5 5 Ž . 5 5as u “ ‘ by ii because a - 1, b - 2, and the norm ? given by
1r22 2
25 5 < < 5 5u s u q uÇŽ .L
1 w xis an equivalent norm on H . By Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1 in 1 weT
complete our proof.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 2. Let u be a minimizing sequence of w. It followsk
Ž .from vii and Sobolev's inequality that
T T21
25 5w u G u q h t , u t dt q g t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç L H Hk k k2
0 0
T T 1
q F t , u dt q =F t , u q su t , u t ds dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ä ÄŽ .Ž .H H H2 k 2 k k k
0 0 0
T21




5 5q g t dt y u g t dt q CŽ . Ž .ÄH ‘Hk 0
0 0
1 2
2 25 5 5 5G u y C u y CÇ ÇL Lk 4 k 52
Ž .for all k and some constants C , C , which implies that u is bounded.Ä4 5 k
5 5Hence we have u bounded by Sobolev's inequality. On the other hand,Ä ‘k
in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 1, one has
T 21
2 25 5 5 5F t , u t y F t , u dt F u q C u q 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç ÇH L L2 2 14
0
for all u g H 1 and some positive constant C , which implies thatT 1
1 1 T T2
25 5w u G u q F t , lu dt y F t , yu t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç ÄL H Hk 1 k 1 k2 m 0 0
T T
q F t , u dt q F t , u t y F t , u dtŽ .Ž .Ž . Ž .H H2 k 2 2 k
0 0
1 T2
2 25 5 5 5 5 5G u y a u b t dt y C u y CŽ .Ç Ä ÇŽ .L ‘ H Lk k 1 k 14 0
1 T T
q F t , lu dt q F t , u dtŽ . Ž .H H1 k 2 km 0 0
for all positive integers k and some positive constant C . It follows from1
Ž . Ž . Ž .viii and the boundedness of u that u is bounded. Hence w has aÄk k
Ž .bounded minimizing sequence u . Now Theorem 2 follows from Theo-k
w xrem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1 in 1 .
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 3. From xi , 3 , and Sobolev's inequality it follows
that
1 T T2
25 5w u G u q h t , u t dt q g t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç L H H2 0 0
T T
q F t , u dt q F t , u t y F t , u dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H2 2 2
0 0
1 T T2 aq1
2 25 5 5 5 5 5G u y u h t dt q g t dt y C uŽ . Ž .Ç Ä ÇL ‘H H L14 0 0
T 2 a
25 5 < <y C u q F t , u dt y C uŽ .Ç L H1 2 1
0
1 2 aq1
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5G u y C u y C u q 1Ž .Ç Ç ÇL L L1 64
1 T2 a< <q u F t , u dt y CŽ .H 2 12 a< <u 0
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for all u g H 1 and some positive constants C , C . As per the proof ofT 1 6
Ž .Theorem 1, w is coercive by xii , which completes the proof.
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